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Dolphin Diploma Part 1: the Dolphin Quiz

Q.1 Species diversity

Dolphins come in all sorts of shapes, colours and sizes! 
Can you name one thing that makes Irrawaddy dolphins 
look very different to common dolphins? 

a) The Irrawaddy dolphin is grey

b) The Irrawaddy dolphin doesn’t have a blowhole

c) The Irrawaddy dolphin is double the length of the other two

 
d) The Irrawaddy dolphin doesn’t have a beak 

 

Q.2 Communication

Dolphins are very social animals and like to spend time together. When they are with each other it is important  
that they can communicate. Do you know how they do this? (Clue – more than one answer is correct!) 

a) With clicks and whistles

b) By talking through their mouths

c) Using body language

d) By blowing bubbles 

 

Q.3 Threats

Humans are the cause of many threats that dolphins face. Can you name a threat that troubles a number 
of different dolphin species around the world?

a) Eating too much food

b) Being caught on fishing hooks

c) Losing their habitat

d) Dying of thirst due to climate change
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Q.4 Bycatch

Tens of thousands of dolphins get trapped and die in fishing nets every year all over the world. 
This issue is known as bycatch. Why is getting caught in an underwater net such a problem for dolphins? 

a) They can’t get out of the way of sharks

b) They can’t breathe air underwater and so will suffocate

c) They might get lost or disorientated

d) They might get cold because they can’t move about

 
 

Q.5 Protecting dolphins

So that we can help protect dolphins around the world, groups like WDC have to run special campaigns. 
What do you think has to be done to protect dolphins? (Clue – more than one answer is correct!)

a) Use research to discover more about the dolphins

b) Make sure as many people know about the problems by organising events like ‘Dolphin Days’

c) Talk to politicians and other important decision-makers

d) Build fences around their habitats to keep the threats out  

Use the endangered 
species factsheets to 

help you. 

Once you‘ve finished the 
quiz, your next challenge is 

the activity!


